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16 Miner Flashbacks 
March 27, 2009 

Class of 2009 enters those underclassmen years
By: Jacey Pulver good stuff about ninth and • Knocked Up • Backyard Hockey 

Time has flown by. We tenth grade. • Juno • Balls of  Fury 
are already to ninth and • Atonement • Brunswick Pro Bowling 
tenth grade! Oh the start Movies: • Grand Theft Auto IV 
of high school. Girls, you • Happy Feet • Street Fighter IV 
will remember waking • Curious George • Super Mario Galaxy 
up extremely early in the • Ice Age 2 • Hour of 

• Mission Impossible 3 Victory morning to get ready for “the” 
• Over the Hedge • Bio-day, and making your mom 
• Cars schock or dad drop you off where 
• Superman Returns • Gears of 

none of the cool high schoolers • X-men 3 War 
could see you… Boys, you will • Pirates of  the Caribbean: • Zelda 
remember trying to impress Dead Man’s Chest 
all the hot, high school chicks, • Indiana Jones IV 

www.actualgameplay.com 3/18/09but really making yourselves • Barnyard 
look like complete idiots by • Charlotte’s Web www.brooklandsvideos.com 3/18/09

• Tortoise Vs. Hare TV Shows:gawking at them and trying 
• Spider-Man 3 • Lostto hit on them all the time. 
• Shrek 3 • Heroes Most students didn’t like 
• Harry Potter and the Order of Games: • Life on Mars their sophomore year because the Phoenix • Bomberman • Chuck 

this was the year we were • Transformers • Freestyle Street Soccer • Survivor 
swamped with homework • I am Legend • Assassin’s Creed • Big Bang Theory 
and had absolutely no time • 300 • Call of  Duty 4 • Samantha Who? 
to socialize with any of our • Enchanted • Dance Dance Revolution • Prison Break 
friends. But enough about • Hairspray • Alien Vs. Predator • Dexter 
homework, let’s remember the • Superbad • Backyard Football • Scrubs 
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Beulah 
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Insight...4: Olivia O’Quinn
covers the cause “Product Red,”
which helps raise money for
AIDS in Africa. 

Entertainment...7: Karsen Little 
Soldier completes a Facebook
review for peers. 

Moments...9: Technology affects
entertainment and education. 
Above Shawn Neuberger uses
a popular form of technology
-- his iPod. 
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outdoor meet on April 7. 
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Girls golf coach Craig Becker holds a meeting to discuss 
upcoming events. See sports page 14-15.
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Tanzania trip proves worthy experience 
for BHS student Esther Drebelbis 
By: Stephanie Scheurer

 BHS Senior, Esther Drebelbis, 
recently had the experience of a 
lifetime when she visited Tanzania, 
Africa for two weeks in January. 
Tanzania is in the eastern part 
of Africa, far, far away from the 
comforts of her Beulah home. 
   Drebelbis’s flight was a long, 28 hours 
from Minneapolis to Amsterdam, then 
into Arusha. In Arusha, Drebelbis joined 
by others from the United States who had 
made the trip to help a medical team treat 
and feed malnourished and sick Africans. 

Her first night was spent in the Kia 
Lodge, a far cry from a Holiday Inn. The 
Lodge resembled a small shack, although 
she did have a shower, sink, and toilet. 
   “We were cautioned not to drink the 
water because we could acquire typhoid 
or collora, so bottled water was supplied,” 
Drebelbis said. 

She had a post-card view from her room 
of the wide open African plains near Mt. 
Kilimanjaro. 

The next day, Drebelbis and her 
group boarded a small plane to fl y to 
Sangida. Sangida means “Rock town” 
and is surrounded by huge boulders. Its 
population is 115,000, although over 40 
million reside in the country. The plane 
landed on a dirt road and they were greeted 
by African children excited to see a plane 
and white people. They greeted her saying 
“Karibu,” which means “Welcome!”  

Drebelbis soon learned to be careful in 
the street near the markets because cars 
have the right-of-way there. 

“It was crazy and chaotic,” Drebelbis 
said. “Everywhere you went people yelled Senior Esther Drebelbis blows bubbles with a child while in Tanzania in January. She assisted 
at you to buy stuff – very different from a medical team from the United S\tates. Photo submitted by: Esther Drebelbis
America.”

medical supplies in a warehouse, sorting center unless they were in school,”   “In Africa you don’t travel alone. John 
vitamins, and getting things ready in the Drebelbis said.Hayes [one of the volunteers] was my dad 
feeding center. The next morning the Some of the kids shared their food withon the trip. He took care of me and was on 
feeding center was bombarded with up to a sibling and ate off the floor. Some got the water team,” Drebelbis said. 
100 kids at times. more food, depending on the length of timeThe first day Drebelbis and her group did 

“The kids would line up back- to- back they’ve been to the feeding center. prep work, which consisted of locating the 
for food. They couldn’t go to the feeding See Tanzania page 10 

April 4 approaches with ‘awesome’ style 
By: Stephanie Scheurer adviser Chantel McKay said. it,” junior Cassie Ash said. 

The colors of silver, black, and white As in the past, post prom activities will beFour short letters somehow add will fill the room and a balloon fountain held in the high school gymnasium through
up to one of the biggest occasions will decorate the stage. As the couples are the night. Games, prizes, and food will
in a young person’s life…Prom.  announced, they will walk through the be provided; however, the specifi c details 
It’s time to start planning the many numbers “2009.” have not yet been decided by the post prom 

“I’ve been to prom before, but not here committee.details that go with the event – the 
in Beulah, so I’m really looking forward Junior Rosie Miller and her escort,dress, the shoes, the hair, and the to going this year and being with all my senior Teddy Oberlander are busy 

tux. friends,” senior Paige Scherer said. preparing for the event. 
“A Night of Random Awesomeness” Master of Ceremonies Coltyn Starr will “I’m excited to get ready with my girls,” 

takes place April 4 in the Beulah Middle escort Anika Jurgens, and Frank Smith Miller said.
School gym and auditorium. Rod’s Studio will escort Mistress of Ceremonies Emmie “I’m looking forward to the after prom 
will take couple’s photos from 3:30 to 6:30 Miller. festivities,” Oberlander said. 
pm. Grand March begins at 7 pm; however The cost to attend prom is $20 per Whether students enjoy getting dressed 
couples should be lined up by 6:30 pm. The couple. Prom tickets will go on sale March to the hilt in formalwear, watching their 
dance follows at 8 pm, and doors will lock 23 and are $3 each. At that time, students parents beam with pride and nostalgia, 
at 9 pm. can also purchase souvenir glass goblets. dancing the night away, or staying up all 

“The juniors found two themes they liked “This will be my first year going to prom night at post prom, one thing is guaranteed 
and decided to combine them both,” prom and I’m really excited just to be a part of – it will be a night of random awesomeness. 

http:www.beulah.k12.nd.us
http:www.mtind.com
http:www.brooklandsvideos.com
http:www.actualgameplay.com
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Miner Philosophy 

Editorial Cartoon by: Blaze Unruh 

After four years at Beulah High School, 
2009 seniors deserve seniority, respect 

Students work through high in a hallway. The commons have always to get down the stairs quickly, that person 
school to achieve seniority. Being been reserved for seniors and should could trip over the kids sitting on the stairs 

remain so. and hurt himself.an upperclassman brings privileges 
As sophomores and freshmen, we were When we were freshman, we had athat underclassmen should instructed to stay out of the commons area. fearful respect of the seniors. We didn’t acknowledge and respect. We didn’t dare to even think of sitting in contradict what they said or what they

One common senior privilege at BHS has the commons, let alone actually sitting wanted done. Four years of high school
been use of the commons. Freshmen and there. It should be no different for the experience matures students and they gain
sophomores have taken over the commons. underclassmen this year and in years to wisdom that freshmen do not have. This 
The commons is meant to be a place for come. created order in the high school and also
seniors to hang out. For years, this area Hanging out by the stairs is also not made us excited to be a senior some day. 
allowed seniors to relax with their fellow an acceptable place to lounge. Stairs are Freshmen and sophomores not having the
classmates away from the annoyances of passageways for getting to the upper same respect or fear of the seniors takes a
underclassmen. Now, underclassmen sit floor, not benches. Those who sit on the lot out of being a senior. It means less to 
at the tables and act like it is their right to stairs block the paths of others, and get in be a senior than it use to. The excitement 
be there. In actuality, it isn’t. After being the way of people trying to attend class to become a senior is lost due to the fact it 
in the school for four years and having to or access a locker. Then when someone doesn’t mean anything.
lounge in the hallways or freshman wing, has the audacity to go up those stairs, the Underclassmen lack the respect for
the seniors deserve to have the commons to loiterers stare at you like you are doing seniors that we had when we were 
themselves. It is a place where seniors can something wrong. Students need to avoid freshmen. Without having this respect, they 
talk without worrying about disrupting a clogging the stairway so people can get should not expect to garner it when they
class as well. where they need to go. It is not just an become seniors. 

The underclassmen should stay in their annoyance but also a safety hazard. Say Written by Ben Maliske on behalf of the 
designated areas like the freshman wing or there is an emergency and someone needs Miner Incidents staff. 

Letter to Editor of The Miner Incidents 
Dear Editor, 
Almost every single high school girl taking gym class can relate to this. I am not complaining here, I just want to state some facts. Gym 
class is supposed to be fun; its purpose is for high school students to get physically active. Yes, some students are competitive and that’s 
fine, but a select few take it too far. Some treat gym class as if it’s the playoffs for some huge sport. Most high school girls do not care 
who wins, as long as they have fun and get a little bit of a work out doing it. Unfortunately there are a few loud mouth boys who think 
they know everything and try to boss around members of their team. This sure irritates me and I know for a fact it bothers other girls. I 
know this from locker room “girl talk.” So basically I want to say is that some boys need to take a chill pill. 
Sincerely, 
Josey Erickson 

The Miner Incidents is published six times a year by the Journalism Department. It is 
published by and for the students of Beulah High School amd does not necessarily represent 
the views of the administration. The Miner Incidents accepts signed letters to the editor, 
reserving the right to edit them for grammar and profanity. The Miner Incidents also accepts 
student work (writing and artwork) for publication. Students need not be on the staff of 
the newspaper to submit their work. Submissions may be given to Mrs. Heller. 

Sports 
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Miners track team gears up for outdoor season 

Senior Nathan Brehmer practices his approach in pole vaulting.                                                                 
Photo by: Jared Seibel

By: Jared Seibel 

Beulah athletes should compete door meet of their season at Hazen 
well when they host the fi rst out- on April 7. 

The Miner track team has been in full 
force getting ready for track meets. The 
University of Mary hosted the Miner’s 
first indoor meet on March 24.

 “Our team has a lot of quality not 
quantity. I think that our returning vet-
erans are the strengths of the team this 
year,” said senior Erica Duewel, who has 
been running track since middle school. 

Although the athletes do well in their 
events, they are few in number.
 “I would have to say that the weaknesses 
of our team would have to be the low 
numbers. There are not very many girls 
out for the team this year,” senior sprinter 
Nathan Brehmer said.
 Including the state meet, a total of 14 
track meets provide a fun-filled day that 
includes running as well as throwing and 
jumping events. 
   Senior Nate Wiedrich, loves going to 
the track meets because he gets a chance 
to compete.

   “Track meets are fun, nerve wrecking, 
full of experience, and exciting. It is also 
great to watch your team compete and do 
well,” Wiedrich said. 

The team is coached by a total of five 
track coaches.
 “The coaches are great, coach Kaylor is 

the man. He knows how to help his athletes 
excel at track meets. It really surprises me 
that more people aren’t out for track. It’s a 
lot of fun,” senior Andrew Just said. 

Track is a sport where the athlete relies 
on thyself more than on their teammates. It 
gets a person in shape for the other sports 
that he or she is in. It helps with foot work 
as well as endurance. 

“I can see a lot of potential in the athletes, 
but I think there is room for improvement. I 
guarantee that every student in the program 
will get better, faster, and stronger,” coach 
Todd Kaylor said. 

All of the athletes really want to make 
it to state, so they will be doing all they 
can to get there. If it’s improving their 100 
meter dash by a second then so be it. 

Miners baseball team prepares for a chance at state 
By: Jacey Pulver Maliske at shortstop, and Levi Lawson in and in center field. Lucas Senske, Tanner and for us to make it to WDA. I know he 
Beulah-Hazen baseball players center field. Besides Maliske and Lawson, Borlaug, and I should be a strong infield, expects me to step up and make plays,” 

held their first baseball practice the rest of the team is young but they which will make our defense a lot better,” Lawson said.
March 16. They had over a week expect to be successful this season. Maliske said.    Koch has different expectations for 

    “We have a lot of young players that will Senske is playing at third base for the Maliske this season, but the same goalsto prepare for two big games. 
have to step it up, and we defi nitely will Miners this year and is a very strong infield for the team.One which is today against the surprise a lot of teams this year,” Lawson player.  “As an individual he expects me to have

Dickinson Midgets at Southside said. “I think we should do pretty good. If a high on- base percentage, good leadoff 
Municipal Ballpark in Dickinson, Not having corner outfielders, being able we can throw strikes and make plays we hitter, and to not make errors. As for the 
and the other which is on March to score, and pitching depth are weaknesses should be a pretty strong team,” Senske team he expects us to make it to WDA and 

to the Miners according to Maliske. But said. then to state,” Maliske said.30 against the Century Patriots at 
they have a number of players that are Bob Koch, the coach, is an easy coach to The Miners know that it will be a toughhome. The Miners went 5-14 last going to have to step it up, such as Tyler play for according to Lawson and wants his year, but are going to give it all they’ve 

season, losing to Jamestown in their Schmidt, Logan Kessler, Jesse Grad, and team to just have fun. got. Their next home game is against 
WDA play-in game. Keanon Serna.  “He is an excellent coach; he knows the Bismarck on April 3.    

Returning Miners include seniors Ben “Levi will be a strength on the mound game very well and expects leadership 

Nathan Olivia O’Quinn -
Brehmer - Opinion and 
Double-Page Features Editor 
Spread Editor 

Shawn 
Neuberger - visions.com, 3-18-
Humor Editor 09) 

Contributors: Samantha Johnson and 
Nate Weiderich. 

(www.misty 

http:visions.com
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Steroids use taints football as well as baseball
By: Ben Maliske was made. No congressional hearings were

A certain sport has a performance held. Asterisks aren’t being demanded for 
enhancing drug (PED) problem. It his statistics. He is allowed to go on with
is currently America’s most popular his job without constant media attention.
sport. Football is that sport, not    Baseball’s steroid 
baseball. punishments

Baseball is in the midst of a PED are called lax 
scandal. Big name players—including by critics and
supersized players like Alex Rodriguez, that football’s 
Barry Bonds, Roger Clemens, and Sammy are much better. 
Sosa—have been either caught, accused, However, a first 
or admitted to using PED’s. Fans and offense in baseball 
reporters have devalued these players’ results in a 50 
accomplishments and villainized them as game suspension
individuals. Clemens and Bonds both face (approximately 1/3 of
jail time for lying about using PEDs, and 
Rodriguez has had his reputation ruined. suspends a player for four games (1/4 of

Baseball is not alone. Football fans have the season). A player is banned for life after 
seen star players stat players test positive a third offense in baseball and in the NFL it 
for PED use. Just last year San Diego is a one year suspension.
Charger linebacker Shawne Merriman    Ricky Williams has tested positive for 
tested positive. Yet no huge commotion drug use five times. It wasn’t for PED 

Girls field full varsity team 
By: Blaze Unruh creating a variety of terrain and course
After two weeks of practice the layouts to play on.

girls golf team anxiously waits to “My favorite course to play is South
get outside. The date and location Heart because it’s long and hard!” Miller 
of their first meet depends on the said.
weather. Practice gives the team time to work on 

“I am looking forward to the weather everything for improving their golf game. 
improving and being able to get golf “Practices consist of driving on the 
started,” girls golf coach Craig Becker said. driving range, putting, messing around, and 

The girls team looks to be competitive golfing all nine holes,” Boe said.
with three returning varsity players and Boe prefers woods rather than irons 
new freshmen joining the upcoming because she can use them very well, but her 
season. irons just don’t seem to work sometimes. 

“I expect this season to be better than last Her strengths are driving and pitching with 
year, and since we have a team, I do expect putting as her weakness. 
better!” junior Rose Miller said. The girls come back into another 

Becker says he is looking forward to competitive season with many hard 
fielding a full varsity team for the fi rst time opponents returning.
in a few years. This increase in numbers “Our hardest competition this year will 
will provide for an exciting season. be Hazen; they’re too good for their own 

“I like this sport because it is a lot of fun, good,” Boe said. 
I get to meet new people, and it is very The girls have a lot to work at, but even 
relaxing,” sophomore Jodi Boe said. though their team will be young, they will 

The golf team travels to many courses surprise many teams this spring. 

the season), while football 

use however. Still, if he was in baseball, 
Football players obviously use steroidshe would be banned for life and no one 

or some form of PED. There is no way would hear about him again. He is still a 
hundreds of 300-pound linemen are ableprofessional football player however.
to run as fast as Nate Wiedrich. People    Steroids and other PED’s increase an 
built like Christian Heller or Jared Seibel 
shouldn’t move like a track star. It just isn’t individual’s 
natural. Yet, professional football players speed, 
can run with Olympic sprinters and lift asstrength, 
much as professional body builders.and 
   NFL players also recover from injuries aggressive 
in half the time that normal people would.personality. 
This could be attributed to better healthEven if PED’s 
trainers. However, I believe that it can be are used in 
attributed to illegal products speeding upbaseball, the 
the natural process, in many cases.player still needs 

The hypocrisy of analysts and fansto be able to hit the ball solidly. 
ripping baseball while giving football a freeIn football speed and strength is 
ride is ridiculous. Football’s PED problem everything for many positions. A linebacker 
is as big as, if not bigger, than baseball’s. or running back can become the best player 
Sports fans of America need to wake up at his position with the use of steroids and 
and realize that baseball is not the onlyminimal talent. 
national pastime that is tainted. 

Soggy season awaits Miners 
The golfers compete on different courses By: Nathan Brehmer 

with different terrain, obstacles, and Miner golfers start the season off weather.  To conquer all these conditions, 
under new coach Jeremy Brandt. the golfers carry an arsenal of clubs.
This is Brandt’s first year as a golf “My favorite club would have to be my 
coach. lob wedge,” Morris said. “It’s a great club 

Practice began March 23, and the team is to use for my short game.” 
anxious to tee up the course. With weather    Each golfer can carry 14 clubs. What 
delays the Miners are unsure when the first clubs a player chooses to take can have a 
match will be. lot to do with course he is on. Each course 

The toughest competitors the Miners face is unique in its own way and players have 
this year are the rival Hazen Bison. After to be able to adapt their game to fi t the 
winning state in 2008 and having the top course. 
individual at state, senior Chad Marshall, “My favorite course is Bully Pulpit 
on the team, the Bison will be a difficult in Medora,” Seibel said. “It’s a very 
team to beat. challenging course and I love to golf

The Miners return a strong team with there.”
seniors Jared Siebel and Josh Schank, and    Bully Pulpit offers hilly terrain.  Prairie 
sophomore Zach Morris. West, a regional qualifying course, offers 

With no state qualifiers last year, the a wide open area allowing players the
Miners hope for a better finish this season. advantage of not having to make a perfect
To qualify, the players have to golf a 79 shot each time. Hazen Municipal golf
or lower at a regional qualifier or take top course offers tough greens with varying 
three as a team or top 10 as an individual at slopes, where players have to be able to
the regional tournament. read the green.With a personal best of 78 last season Miners hope the snow melts so they canSiebel hopes to shoot in the high 70s this hit the course and get going.season. 

Opinions

Miner Thoughts 3 
Karsen’s Connection: 
Refs make mistakes, so do fans
By: Karsen Little Soldier a personal bias against them. The reality

Imagine being kicked in the shin of the situation is that they don’t.  Players 
so hard that it brought you to your should not blame the referees for their 

shortcomings. That is just disrespectful.knees. Now imagine that you are 
Another reason why referees -basketballbeing hit not physically but verbally. refs in particular- have it hard is the 

Referees are prone to this every CONSTANT heckling of the crowd, 
time they walk out onto a court. coaches, and players and unlike their 
   I know it’s never a good idea to write peers and baseball and football, basketball 
about referees. There is just no unbiased referees (due to the nature of the game) 
opinion. Fans always feel like referees must work in much closer proximity to 
ripped off their team.  Pro-offi cial people potentially hostile members of the crowd, 
–oh yes, they’re out there – always defend as well as the bench. 
the men and women in stripes no matter As a player and a spectator I have seen 
what. And yes, although I am an athlete, I many instances where fans have taken 
am one of these pro-offi cial people. their support for the team and turned it into 
   First off, I could never be a basketball ref. a hatred for the officials. There is a fine 
I think it is the toughest of athletic contests line between disagreeing with a call and 
to officiate. However, if you do the job, verbally attacking the referee and this line 
you need to remember it’s about the players gets crossed too often.
and the game, not the stripes. Some refs, It seems no matter what way a referee 
I do have to admit, think that because they calls a play there are going to be boos and 
wear black and white are part of a higher there are going to be cheers. 
power.  But those refs do not make up the Decisions do balance out over a season. 
majority by any means. Referees make dozens of decisions 

In defense of these officials, most fans throughout a season and it’s not fair to boo 
have no idea what it is like to be a referee! them when they get one or two wrong.
For one thing they are not babysitters or Does a player make a basket every time 
chaperones who watch over kids. Coaches he or she is on the court, or even run their 
and athletic directors are met with at the plays to perfection every time? Of course, 
beginning of the year.  They are told what not. 
the point of emphasis is for the year.  The Players and coaches make mistakes, so 
number one issue is always sportsmanship. it is unrealistic to expect referees to be 

A referee’s job is to study the rules and perfect. The fans, players, and coaches 
make the best call at the time of the game. should accept that the refs decisions are 
Some people feel that these offi cials have 

See Refs on page 7 

Brandi’s Beliefs: 
Appreciation of ND hits home
By: Brandi Richter job to pay for my own things. 

I’m sure many of you have heard theWe all know North Dakota is a 
famous line “You don’t realize how much state full of surprises, like rain in you have until it’s gone.” These words have 

February and blizzards in May. come into play so many times in my life
As I sit here debating what I want to write -- like when I lost my grandma to cancer, 

my next opinion column about it hits me and a good friend in a car accident. Those 
(and this will probably be the only time I moments in life remind me every day of
will ever say it): “I’m glad to live in North how much I have, and the appreciation I
Dakota.” have for life.
 Being brought up in a small town has I want people to learn from this and

taught me to be humble and thankful, two appreciate what they have instead of
qualities I think many people lack. complaining about what they don’t have. 
   Life isn’t all about how good you were in Being thankful and appreciative can
sports, or how popular you were with the really be a challenge though. In a place
opposite sex. Life isn’t about the clothes where the world revolves around money
you wear or the car you drive. People won’t and things need to be “bigger and better” or
remember things like that about you. When “new and improved” it’s sometimes hard. 
you look back on high school, what you’ll Just recently Merrill Lynch CEO, John
remember is how people treated you and Thain, spent over $1 million to remodel
how you treated others. his office, even though the firm is facing

Sure I am thankful for car I drive and financial crisis. That’s not all, the Obama’s 
the clothes I have, and I am happy that I spent $800,000 to hire famed celebrity
got to experience a first place win at state designer Michael Smith, who is currently
cheerleading, but those things aren’t what redesigning the White House for the 
matter in life. Obama family for $100,000 (www.ireport. 

Lots of people are so wrapped up in the com, 3-1-09). Or how about the time
comfort of the things they have that they Barack’s wife, Michelle, received a $5,000 
take them for granted. Like that show pair of earrings for her birthday and took
“Sweet Sixteen.” It blows my mind how them back for a different pair for around 
little respect those teens have for their $12,000 (www. thaindian.com, 3-5-09). 
parents, and money never seems like an When you lose something meaningful
issue for them at all. like a car, you get the chance to see Like most of you, my parents have what life is like without it. Most ofaffected my life on many levels. I’m so 

the time we get so accustomed to ourthankful for them. They have pushed me 
possessions that we take them for granted.throughout life to do well in school, to be a 
When things important to us are takenfriend to others, to help people, and to get a See Appreciation on page 7 
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Olivia’s Opinions: 
 PDA’s disgust captive audience 
By: Olivia O’Quinn individuals would be subject to fi ne and 

Public displays of affection, conviction. 
affectionately coined PDA’s, On the more extreme side, in South 

Africa it is against the law for anyonebombard the halls of Beulah High 
under 16 to take part in any publicSchool. I, for one, do not enjoy displays of affection, according to www. 

being held captive audience while countryfacts.com (3-21-09).
couples touch, kiss, stroke, or hug Schools have addressed the topic of 
one another.  We’ve all heard it, but PDA’s in conduct manuals, and have 

criticized them since the dawn of time.really-- get a room! 
Something that is not addressed in schoolFrom the streets to the super-market manuals, however, is the extremely trashy aisles, nothing is more irritating than being PDA known as the hickey.  stuck behind some groping couple who Both sexes give and receive theseseem to be searching for lost change in disgusting love marks. Unfortunately, these each other’s clothing.  Holding hands? No revolting suction marks appear on theproblem. A peck on the cheek? Go for it! necks of freshmen through seniors. It’s not Apart from that, I refuse to put up with difficult to restrain yourself from suckinganything more. the skin off of your guy or girlfriend, or at 

While PDA is an American term, every the very least, buy him or her a turtleneck.
culture has either written or unwritten Is there no shame in showing the world
rules regarding what is not acceptable for that last night you were engaged in heavy
couples to do in public. Some displays are petting with a casual boy/girlfriend?
“in bad taste” and others, might I say, are Hickies don’t just show up, my friends. 
just downright vulgar.  Someone puts them there!
  In examining other country’s practices Never once have I looked at someone 
when it comes to public displays of with a hickey and thought, “Wow, that 
affection, I’ve found that America is much looks classy! I should get myself one of
more lenient than other countries. those!” Actually, it’s quite the contrary.  I 

For example, Indonesia has recently look at that guy or girl and wonder how
proposed a law which would make kissing much self- respect he or she must lack to 
in public places illegal. The Supreme be able to go outside thinking that they
Court of India has described public look more appealing to the opposite sex
displays of affection to be in bad taste with those disgusting marks all over them.
and has described such behavior to be Plain and simple, a hickey is just another
unacceptable. These actions may even be form of a brand. By publically going
described as a public nuisance, in which See PDA’s on page 7

Steph Speaks:
Smart choices save teen lives 
By: Stephanie Scheurer uk/alcoholics-anonymous-reviews, 3-5-
For high school students, 09). Galen was an accomplished musician. 

springtime brings the excitement of His father said, “He had a great day.  He 
got up and cut the grass, got a new pair ofprom and graduation. Unfortunately, sneakers, and practiced with the Peabody

these two big events can be the Preparatory Young Artists Orchestra. He 
occasion of tragedy.    was happy. By all accounts he had not 

Many teens testing their wings think done anything like this before. Obviously 
that they are invincible, that they are “just he drank before…but not like this. It only 
having a good time” and that “nothing takes one time.” Because of poor judgment 
can happen to me.” With these two events that evening, Galen did not walk across the 
on the horizon, teens must be especially stage with his classmates. 
aware of their actions and consequences – We have been with our classmates 
consequences that could instantly destroy in Beulah ever since preschool or 
their plans of college and a bright future. kindergarten. We may not be close 

Underage drinking causes numerous friends with everyone, but we do share 
fatalities. Distractions and excessive speed an unspoken bond that we have formed 
also cause crashes. Regardless of the through our years of school. To lose 
reason, carelessness is usually the problem. someone would be unthinkable. Their 
According to statistics from the National siblings, parents and friends would be 
Highway Traffi c Safety Administration, heartbroken. 
traffic fatalities increase during the several As teens, we want to have good memories 
weeks around prom and graduation dates. about prom and graduation. Because prom 
In 1995, the rate of alcohol-related fatalities and graduation are two times when alcohol 
at the end of the school year was greater is likely present, teens need to think about 
than on New Year’s Eve (http://www.uwex. making the right choices and party safe 
edu/ces/news, 3-6-09). and sober. We have to look out for one 

During typical prom weekends in 2005, another by planning a safe, enjoyable, and 
290 young people ages 15-20 were killed memorable evening. 
in alcohol-related crashes. Of those, 198 Beulah High School has adopted Project 
deaths involved a 15-20 year-old impaired Graduation. The name, Project Graduation, 
driver according to MADD (Mothers’ was coined in 1981 by a group in the state 
Against Drunk Driving, 3-6-09). of Maine when 18 high school graduates 
   On April 22, 2005, Maryland High died during two graduation seasons because 
School senior Galen Harig-Blaine died of alcohol-related accidents (www.nola. 
one week before his graduation from com/picayunes, 3-5-09). 
alcohol poisoning (http://www.aa-uk.org. At Project Graduation, seniors enjoy a

See Choices on page 7 

http:http://www.aa-uk.org
www.nola
http://www.uwex
http:countryfacts.com
http:thaindian.com
www.ireport
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2009 Beulah High School seniors speak out 2009 Beulah High School seniors speak out
Casey Russell Teleportation show? What is your favorite song?
What is your favorite quotation? Biggest Loser What is your favorite movie line? Sarah Kasper moment? 

“Teenagers” by My Chemical Romance in class because I couldn’t see the 
What is your favorite reality TV Wearing a polo to football practice “Beginnings are usually scary, and board“All day, every day” What’s your most embarrassing 

moment? What is your favorite food? endings are sometimes sad, but it’s show? What’s your most embarrassing Bad Girls Club What is your worst fear? What is your worst fear?What is your favorite food? The time I got caught drifting my car Chinese what’s in the middle that counts. Losing in Halo moment? 
Mashed potatoes & tacos around a cop’s house So when you find yourself at the During the Beulah/Hazen home game Feet 

What is your favorite food?
Who was your favorite teacher and beginning, just give hope a chance to Popcorn What is your favorite store? when I thought we chanted names Brandi Ritcher 

If you could have a superpower, What is your worst fear? why? float up and it will.” –Hope Floats Big K-Mart three times after someone made a What is your favorite reality TV
which one would you choose? My worst fear is to actually fear Ms. Berger for being so kind and caring three-pointer…I chanted the name allWho was your favorite teacher and show?Jacey Pulver alone and really loudInvisibility something Christina Zastawnick why? World’s Dumbest Criminals 

What is your worst fear? What is your favorite food?What is your favorite reality TV Mrs. Hoepfner because she’s fun What is your worst fear?If you could spend a day in the life Getting married Spaghetti What is one memory in school thatChelsey Hatzenbuhler show? Failureof one person, who would it be and If you could have a superpower, you’ll never forget?What is your favorite food? America’s Next Top Model If you could travel anywhere in thewhy? What is your favorite movie line? which one would you choose? When Andy decided to break the rules Chicken Alfredo What is your favorite day of theworld, where would you go andLil Wayne, who wouldn’t want to be “The snasberries taste like Stop time so I could sleep longer in the at our sixth grade sleep over and ranweek? 
him? snasberries.” –Super Troopers What was your favorite thing about morning why? around outside and fell in some mud.What is your favorite type of movie? high school? I would love to go to Africa and help all Sunday Then he got caught and his mom had

Comedy—I love to laugh! the children who are homeless/sick.What is your worst fear? Stating for football What’s your most embarrassing to come get him.Stephanie Scheurer Kelsie Flemmer 
Drowning moment? What is your favorite type of movie?What are your plans after What is your favorite food? What is your favorite movie?

What’s your most embarrassing Spilling water on Ms. Oihus, I almost Comedy What is your favorite song?
graduation? Chinese…and Subway of course “Love & Basketball” “Jesus Take the Wheel” when Olivia is criedTrevor Johnson BSC for elementary education moment? drivingWhat are your plans afterWhat is one memory in high school What is your favorite song? When I dislocated my knee in the girls’ If you could spend a day in the lifeMindi Seifert graduation?that you’ll never forget? What is your favorite movie? “Anyway” by Martina McBride bathroom What is your favorite quotation? of one person, who would it be and If you could have a superpower, Go to Dickinson for Farm and Ranchwhy?The time me and two friends dumped A Walk to Remember “And without faith it is impossible to Management which one would you choose?

Karsen Little Soldier so I could live ahundreds of bouncy balls over the What are your plans after What is your worst fear? please God, because anyone who The power to heal
day as a Native American commons balcony during lunch If you could spend a day in the life graduation? Rejection comes to Him must believe that He is If you could travel anywhere in the

of one person, who would it be and Attend UND in the fall and major in real and that He rewards those who world, where would you go and If you could be any character/actor/
What is your worst fear? actress, who would you be andWhat is your favorite flavor of ice why? communications; possibly minor in truly want to find Him.” –Hebrews 11:6 why?What is your favorite movie line? Dying young and not being able to why?cream? Carrie Underwood because I think she vocal performance. Rome or China because I love the“It’s like people only do things because accomplish my goals Katie Holmes—she is kind, beautiful,Watermelon is a great role model If you could travel anywhere in the historythey get paid, and that’s really sad.” and I like her personalityWhat is your favorite store? world, where would you go and Cyndi FladelandGarth Algar (Wayne’s World) If you could have a superpower, Betsey Johnson why? What are your plans after If you could spend a day in the life Jessie Battest

which one would you choose? Sammy Flemmer Paris because I’ve always wanted to graduation? of one person, who would it be and
What is your favorite reality TV see the Eiffel Tower why? What is one memory in high school

Minot State University—major in you’ll never forget?Abraham Lincoln because he is mySpecial Education and minor in Decorating for prom my junior yearWhat are your plans after psychology hero(RED) products bring hope, assistance to Africa (a.k.a. breaking the wall)graduation? 
Going to SDSU to become a nurse What is your favorite movie line?By: Olivia O’Quinn in the most productive period of life. active again in their schools, families, and of health. The number of countries that What is your favorite movie? If you could have a superpower, 

According to www.aidsfacts.com (3-19- communities. receive (RED) money will increase over Ten Things I Hate About You “Dear Darla, I hate your stinking guts. which one would you choose?All across the world, red Who was your favorite teacher and You make me vomit. You’re the scum 09), 12.1 million African children under the The therapy costs about 40 cents a day, time. Either the power to read minds or the
stands as the color of emergency. age of 18 have lost one parent to HIV and and for many Africans, is more than they Senior Esther Drebelbis recently flew why? If you could be an appliance, what between my toes. Love, Alfalfa.” -Little ability to fly
According to www.joinred.com AIDS. The result of this tragedy is children can afford. Yet without the medicine, they overseas to the African nation of Tanzania. Mr. Traquair because he really cared would you be? Rascals 

cannot survive. As part of a medical team, she was able to about his students and the musicwho are left to head their households, and A microwave What’s your most embarrassing (3-19-09), an estimated 4,100 fend for themselves and the rest of their At no extra cost to the consumer, every experience the AIDS disaster fi rst hand. Paige Scherer moment?men, women, and children die families. dollar (RED) raises goes straight to Africa. “I think everyone should go overseas and What is your favorite movie? If you could be any character/actor/ What is your favorite quotation? Running up the bleachers at aStopping the spread of this disease is Some of the most powerful and sought- see the situations some people live in… it’s A Walk to Remember Love is like pi; natural, irrational, andin sub-Saharan Africa from the actress, who would you be and
a key point in fighting the pandemic; after brands in the world have partnered awful… organizations like (RED) are truly very important basketball game when I was a 

preventable, treatable AIDS disease. therefore, (RED) has stepped up to finance with (RED): Starbucks, American Express, making an impact,” Drebelbis said. why? freshman and tripping in front of all theJacob Bailiff Julia Styles because she is so down toOthers who are infected currently both treatment and prevention activities. Converse, Dell, Armani, Gap, and People of all ages may sign up to be What is your favorite song? senior guys
earthMusical artists Bono and Bobby Shriver Microsoft. a part of the (RED) movement. The Who was your favorite teacher and

fight to stay alive. This is an “I Love Your Existence” by Goot 
created Product (RED) to engage the public    (RED) states that it is not a charity, a organization keeps their members involved why? What is your worst fear?

emergency. in the fight against AIDS in Africa.  cause, or a theory. It is  simply an idea and up-to-date with emails, offers, Mr. Gemmill because we would have What is your favorite day of the ChokingWho was your favorite teacher and
  (RED) calls the AIDS pandemic one Every time a consumer buys a (RED) that transforms the collective power of information, and news. sword fights week? 

Also, (RED) hopes to inform others on Thursday because it means the why?of the greatest public health challenges the product or service, the company that consumers into a financial force to help What is your favorite movie line?
world has ever faced. At the epicenter of makes the product donates 50 percent of others in need. exactly what the brand stands for. Members What is your favorite flavor of ice weekend is coming up Mr. Yale because nothing can beat his “It’s not going to be easy; it’s going to 
the crisis lies the country of Africa, where its profit to buy and distribute antiretroviral    Currently, the countries of Ghana, are encouraged to show their belief in the cream? function dance! be really hard. We’re going to have to 
AIDS is the leading cause of death. medicines Lesotho, Rwanda, and Swaziland receive (RED) idea by passing support along to Oliva O’QuinnVanilla dipped in strawberry work at this every day, but I want to do (RED) money.  In these countries, the others and encouraging people in their What’s your most embarrassing    HIV and AIDS pose a massive threat to Antiretroviral medications stop the HIV What is your favorite food? that…because I want you…all of you…social atmospheres to join the fi ght against the development of Africa economically.  virus from progressing into full blown money helps finance national HIV and What’s your most embarrassing Sushi moment? forever.” –The Notebook HIV and AIDS in Africa.  Typically, the disease affects those who are AIDS. These allow people to become AIDS programs lead by local ministries In the first grade when I started crying 

http:www.joinred.com
http:www.aidsfacts.com
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2009 Beulah High School seniors speak out 2009 Beulah High School seniors speak out 
If you could have a superpower, Andrew Ripplinger If you could be an appliance, what Erica Duewel Alyssa Striefel What is your favorite song?Jacob Bailiff was on crutches and If you could travel anywhere in the would you be? If you could travel anywhere in the What is your favorite reality TV If you could spend a day in the life of which one would you choose? “Whatever You Like” –T.I. was going down the stairs and Scottworld, where would you go and Can opener world, where would you go and show? one person, who would you be and Speed

Forman was at the bottom sayingwhy? why?why? Project Runaway If you could be an appliance, what“Jacob if you fall, I’ll catch you.” JacobFlorida to surf If you could be any character/actor/ London in 2012 to watch the Olympics Michael Jordan, just so I would know If you could be any character/actor/ would you be?
actress, who would you be and what it’s like to be the best tripped and cleared the stairs and What is your favorite food? actress who would you be? FreezerWhat is your favorite flavor of ice why? landed on Scott.What are your plans after Cotton Candy Brad Pittcream? Mort of Madagascar 2 because he likes What is your worst fear?graduation? If you could be any character/actor/Peppermint scissors and hand cream If you could have a superpower, Sharks 

What is your favorite Asian Palace in 
Buckingham 

you go and 

Who was your favorite teacher and
What is your favorite What is your favorite movie? where would 

closet was fl ying everywhere 
should have a snow day, so the whole are next to impossible Italy, for the food and the music anywhere in 
school sat and protested in the library. 

If you could 

Dark” –Nitty Gritty favorite food? 
What is your 

success.” –Frank 

“The best revenge
of one person, who would it be? memory in high What is your favorite quotation? 

change into any Karsen Little Soldier Bananas & peanut butterInvisibility “Life sucks…then you die.” –Mr. Olson What is your favorite movie line? 

which one would you Esther Drebelbis 

In Golden Valley we thought we even though her tests why?
you’ll never forget? she is a great teacher world, where would you go and
What is one memory in high school Ms. Oihus because 

Knoephla soup favorite teacher and 

choose?

animal I want 

What is your 
favorite song? 
“Fishing In The 

Dirt Band

Schank 
What is your 
favorite food? 

falo Wild 
Wings—Honey 

Go to U-Mary play volleyball and be a What is your favorite flavor of ice actress, who would you be? 
If you could have a superpower, Garrett Sayler physical therapist cream? Harry Dunn –Dumb & Dumber

What is your favorite food?which one would you choose? What is your favorite quotation? I don’t like ice cream. 
What is your

If you could spend a day in the life “I kind of thought the Rocky MountainsfavoriteIf you could spend a day in the life What is one of one person, who would it be and would be a little rockier than this.” 
why? –Harry Dunn

Tom Brady school that Dana Petty so I could be married to is massiveyou’ll never Shawn NeubergerTom What is your favorite store? forget? What is your favorite food?SinatraLoaf & Jug Taping Clinton PastaWhat is your favorite store?Senn to a tree 
Abercrombie & FitchAmber Krebs 

What is one memory in high schoolWhat is your favorite food? Who was your 
you’ll never forget?Onion ringsSarah Funkhouser Flooding the mezzanine before awhy?

If you could travel anywhere in the football game by spilling the water 
jugs and the water hose in the janitors’travel 

the world, 

why?What is your favorite of ice cream? movie? Anything with Audrey Hepburn it in Mrs. Heller; I can give her crap and sheStrawberry The Guardian why? dishes it back 
What is your favorite flavor of ice 
cream? What is your favorite movie?day of the week? Zing LondonPecan praline Step BrothersWednesday 

Who wasWhat’s your most embarrassing Nathan Brehmer If you could be an appliance, whatIf you could travel anywhere in the your favorite teachermoment?If you could travel would you be?What is your world, where would you go and and why?anywhere in the world, When I was in D.C. and I set off favorite flavor of ice cream? A universal remote why? Mrs. Heller because she is a book full ofwhere would you go and the security alarm because of the What is one memory in high schoolMoose tracks Australia to see the kangaroos English knowledgewhy? underwire in my bra that you’ll never forget?
The Swiss Alps to go snowboarding Tyrel BoyceGoing to Washington D.C. for Close Up What is your favorite movie? What is one memory in high school What is your favorite store? If you could travel anywhere in theWhat is your favorite store?Legends of the FallWhat are your plans after that you’ll never forget? The Buckle world, where would you go?Delia’s What are your plans aftergraduation? Beating Trinity 27-21 in overtime in Amsterdamgraduation?Go to Colorado Mountains College to What’s your most embarrassing football and scoring the game tying Michael Metcalf Go to Bemidji State Universitybe a ski lift technician moment? Gabe Goetzand winning touchdown What was your favorite thing about

When I had a monstrous allergic What was your favorite thing about high school?
What’s your most embarrassing reaction on my face in 10th grade high school? What is your favorite reality TV show? What is your favorite movie? 
moment? If you could be any character/actor/ Fear Factor Mansfi eld Park Four court in gym

during district volleyball Living off my parents and I like how actress, who would you be andPuking sophomore year in Mrs. Heller’s everyone is connected because of If you could have a superpower, class why? What is one memory in high school If you could be an appliance, whatschoolZach Hauser Zohan (Adam Sandler) because he which one would you choose?you’ll never forget? would you be?
If you could be an appliance, what What is your favorite quotation? X-ray visioncan do anything What is your favorite movie? Dressing up in the cheerleader outfi t for Coffee pot 
would you be? A life lived in fear is a life live with homecomingA blender because smoothies are regret. What is your worst fear? Notorious or Taken What is your worst fear? 
awesome Zach Pederson SnakesGetting killed in my own house If you could be an appliance, what Who was your favorite teacher and What is your favorite type of movie?What is one memory in high school
What is your worst fear? that you’ll never forget? would you be? why? Horror/scary What is your favorite store?
Being an unsuccessful fatty Potato masher Mrs. Hoff because she’s laid back Scheels 

Alison Just DDS 

We are open 
Mon-Thurs 6:00 am - 8:00 pm, 

Fri. 6 am - 6 pm, 
Sat. 8:00 am - 4 pm, 

and Sun. 1:00 pm - 8:00 pm. 
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Neuberger’s Nonsense:
Reality meets companies slogans

2009 Beulah High School seniors speak out BES students ask: 
Seniors, are you smarter
than a fourth grader? 

By: Shawn Neuberger 

Do students really remember the information they learned way back in 
fourth grade?  Sherry Zacher’s fourth-grade class submi ed the following 
questions to see if they could stump a senior.  

Fourth grader: What is the energy in a Fourth grader: In the foothills of what 
soundwave called? range did the California Gold Rush take 
Josh Schank- place? 
Hertz Josh Schank- Big Foot’s 

Fourth grader: What is 
What era is 
Fourth grader: 

the saying that goes with 
North Dakota in the order of operation? 
right now? Christi na Zastawniak-
Christina DO RE MI FA SO LA TI DO 
Zastawniak-
Flickertail Era 

Fourth grader: 
What part of the 
eye helps you see shapes? 
Tausha Pfenning- Cornea 

Answers: Amplitude, Terti ary Period of the 
Cenozoic Era, Cones, Sierra, Please Excuse 
My Dear Aunt Sally 

Malia Soyland
What is your favorite quotation? 
When the power of love overcomes 
the love of power, the world will 
know peace. 

What is your favorite food? 
Fry Bread 

If you could have a superpower, 
which one would you choose? 
I’d want to fly, that way I could get 
places faster. 

If you could spend a day in the life 
of one person, who would it be 
and why? 
The Queen of England because her 
castle is huge 

What is your worst fear? 
Getting buried alive 

Jared Seibel 
What is your favorite reality TV 
show? 
Nitro Circus 

What is your favorite type of 
movie? 
Comedy (knee-slappers) 

“I Love a Rainy Night” everyday and let 
us have a water fight on the last day of 
botany. 

What’s your most embarrassing 
moment? 
In the 7th grade, Jesse Banks hit me 
in the eye with a shovel and I came to 
school with a black and blue eye. 

If you could spend a day in the life of 
one person, who would it be? 
Channing Tatum 

Billie Jo Klein 
If you could travel anywhere in the 
world, where would it be and why? 
Antarctica to swim with the penguins 

What was your favorite thing about 
high school? 
Lunch conversations 

If you could be an appliance, what 
would you be? 
Blender 

If you could spend a day in the life 
of one person, who would it be and 
why? 
A soldier, to experience what they may 
go through 

What is your favorite store? 
Bath & Body Works 

Carter Weidner 
What is your favorite food? 
Chicken Alfredo 

What is one memory in high school 
that you’ll never forget? 
State football championship 

What is your favorite song? 
“Under the Bridge” by Red Hot Chilli 
Peppers 

If you could be any character/actor/ 
actress who would you be and why? 
Jim Carrey—his spontaneous humor 

What is your favorite movie line? 
“I think we should stay.” 
“Why?” 
“Because I’m in the dumpster already.” 
–Pineapple Express 

BHS students ‘ask a pastor’ 

What are your plans after 
graduation? 
Jamestown College to golf 

If you could be an appliance, what 
would you be? 
TV 

What is your favorite store? 
Scheels—every man loves Scheels 

Jessica Schmidt 
What are your plans after 
graduation? 
Going into nursing 

What is your favorite flavor of ice 
cream? 
Carmel coated candy corn “sugar free” 
ice cream 

If you could have a superpower, 
which one would you choose?                                    
My superpower would be able to 
choose any superpower at will 

What is your worst fear? 
Being inadequate in life 

What is your favorite day of the 
week? 
Thursday 

Stephanie Goetz
What was your favorite thing about 
high school? 
The closeness of all our classmates 

What are your plans after 
graduation? 
Culinary Arts in Wahpeton 

What is your favorite movie(s)? 
“Austin Powers” or “Fireproof” 

What’s your most embarrassing 
moment? 
One time I planted Skittles and wanted 
to see if a rainbow would grow. 

What is your favorite movie line? 
“Candy bars!” –Super Troopers 

Tausha Pfenning
If you could travel anywhere in the 
world, where would it be? 
Australia 

What is one memory in high school 
that you’ll never forget? 
Emmie and coach Petrik’s dance off at 
basketball practice 

Who was your favorite teacher? 
Mr. Aichele because he let us listen to 

By: Shawn Neuberger
Those stupid little slogans or

jingles that companies use to catch
your attention often get stuck in
your head. Take the Oscar wiener 
jingle for instance.

“Oh, I wish I were an Oscar
Mayer wiener. That is what I truly 
want to be. “Cause if I were an 
Oscar Mayer wiener, everyone 
would be in love with me.” See,
now you have that jingle stuck in
your head! 

Rave! 
“ Plop plop fizz fizz: oh what a relief it is”: 
Alka Seltzer, what were you thinking?  But 
I do have to give you two thumbs up on the 
creativity! When I think of the plop plop.. I 
do not think of Alka Seltzer, I think of eggs 
being dropped. 
“Feeling good in the neighborhood”: Oh 
Mylanta how does Apple Bees know how 
I feel when I’m in their neighborhood? It’s 
kind of like those mall maps that say “You 
are here.” Those maps are so smart! That 

By: Jared Seibel

 Christians account for more than 
one third of the world’s population 
(www.adherents.com/religious, 
03/02/09). 

Many people need the assistance of a 
pastor. They might be grieving or just having 
a very bad day. Other people that need a 
pastor are those who are about to get married. 
People who have lost a loved one are also in 
great need of a pastor.
 Pastors have a very unique job: they mold 

the young minds of their youth groups, 
they help many grieving families that need 
counseling, and they preside over funerals 
and weddings, as well as the traditional 
Sunday morning church services. 

A pastor has the pleasure of working on 
Sundays when most other people do not. This 
is where the pastor does his greatest job yet, 
the delivering of God’s word to listeners who 
want to hear it. 

This issue of “BHS students ask a 
professional” focuses on a pastor. This pastor 
is Bruce Schmidt. He is the pastor for Faith 
Community of the Nazarene. 

is so like Apple Bees, when I’m in their 
neighborhood I’m feeling good! 

Rant 
“What brown can do for you?” UPS, did 
a monkey think of this? I understand that 
brown is your color, but why have your 
slogan as “What brown can do for you.” 
What about those hermits’, who don’t 
get out. All of the sudden a UPS man 
show’s up at the hermits’ house, and he 
sees the slogan. What will the hermit 
think? 
UPS, I believe that you need to rework 
your slogan. 
“So easy a caveman can do it”: Oh Pop-
Off! I don’t think a caveman can write their 
name let alone sell car insurance. Geico, 
are you telling me that your car insurance 
business is so easy a caveman can do it? If 
so… then why would I want you to do my 
insurance? The Caveman will have troubles 
pronouncing Comprehensive coverage let 
along selling insurance. 

Junior Jesse Grad wants to know: “What 
would Jesus do?”
 Bruce Schmidt: Same as when he was on 
earth before, a servant to others, and minister 
to all. 

Junior Jesse Grad also wants to know: 
“What if God was one of us?” 
Bruce Schmidt: Since God created us, he is 
a part of each and every one of us. 

Junior Jamie Schaffer wants to know: 
“What is your favorite thing about your job?” 
Bruce Schmidt: Helping people, sometimes 
by encouragement and sometimes physically 
helping out. Also, being there for others. 

Jamie Schaffer also wants to know: “Did 
you always know that you wanted to be a 
pastor?”
 Bruce Schmidt: No, it wasn’t until the age 
of 45 that I figured it out. 

Senior Jacob Bailiff wants to know: “How 
tall was Jesus?” 
Bruce Schmidt: There is no biblical 
reference, only a man’s best guess. How 
about we say he was 5’8” or around there? 

Prom Special 
$10 off haircut & color 

services. 

Mention this ad when booking. 

Book your appointment with 
Heather, Hayley, or Julie. 

New fashion handbags & wallets. 

www.adherents.com/religious


 

 

 

 

   

 

 

   

      

   

   

   

   

   

 

   

   

 

   

 

 

 

   

 

 

  

   

   

 

 

   

 

 

Freeze time

What’
moment?

Maize’s

Hitler

mind.
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2009 Beulah High School seniors speak out Facebook creates endless networking possibilities
invaded though. If there’s something you Alaina Ballensky What is your favorite store? By: Karsen Little Soldier interests to network. Now, they are filling campuses create groups, so does Facebook.What is one memory in high school Days of Thunder What is your favorite reality TV PacSun that you’ll never forget? Make no mistake…. I am addicted it up with additional options like apps, Users can join their favorite band, political want to send someone without it being 

show? instant messaging, forums, photo tagging candidate, and local organizations.  seen, private messages are the way to go…Dancing to “I Kissed a Girl” What’s your most embarrassing to Facebook. Not because it’s Rob & Big Courtney Tesky and more. Facebook also allows users to Facebook boasts more than 500 groups in they can’t be accessed.  moment?What is your favorite food? another social networking group send whole photo albums to friends even 23 categories. Fun and curiosity are only two of manyIf you could have a superpower, I asked the cop if he wanted my donutWho was your favorite teacher and 

Ted Oberlander does. a simple place for people with similar
Going to run track at DSU . Ham, he is fair in everything he favorite books.   Back in the day, Facebook was just 

If you could travel anywhere in the favorite teacher alker frequently. Internet. The site encourages it’s users but also makes you take pride in knowing log in, you’ll be directed to your personal 

Being trapped under water Romance was going through his crazy drafting in contact with friends and classmates and 
therefore I am compelled to keep coming Additionally, Facebook has some of the friends. This not only makes you aware over the world. 

, so I could know what forever discovering newer ways to keep phone, average profiles allow users to post read the messages and applications that his book. This is just one example of how 

which one would you choose? is your If you could spend a day in To put it for your phone, called Facebook mobile.
To read people’s minds favorite the life of one person, who What are your plans after simply, Facebook and its features create     However, if you’re not savvy (or friends of friends are doing on the site. with three Beulah High School girls via 

graduation? endless networking possibilities. I am addicted) enough to have Facebook on your What’s even better is how you can even Facebook to praise them for standing up for 

P.S. I Love You Morgan When I hit the ditch at Allen Zach Baranick 

s your most embarrassing “Shake n’ Bake” –Talladega Nights around the Web, but because it is Facebook has also recently added an app keeps tabs on all that your friends and 

If you could be an appliance, what What is your favorite quote? What is your favorite store? 

because she If you could spend a day in the life interlinked throughout schools, businesses, which case, Facebook users are generally If someone changes things on his or her photos, and posted items from your
What is your favorite flavor of ice prepares students prevented from forming relationships with profile, you will know. If someone uploads contacts. Here you’ll also have access to 

Who was your If you could be an appliance, what back to it every hour on the hour… or more best privacy options and settings on the of all applications Facebook has to offer, Facebook is simple to use. When you 

why? 
Bananas 

would it be and why?

If you could travel 
anywhere in the world, 
where would you go? 
I would go to the 
Autobahn in Europe. 

Who was your favorite 
teacher and why?

which one would you choose? to get out of a ticket. that allows me to show off my if they are not members of the Facebook What if you want to know everything reasons to join Facebook. A growing 
photographs and say “hi” to all community. that is happening out in Facebook land? number of actors, musicians, writers, and

Ms. Oihus because she tells people What is your favorite song? For all the diehard Facebook junkies, The “news feed” is exactly the ticket. It artists are finding Facebook to be a key
how it is and she’s an amazing teacher. “International What is your favorite movie line? the beautiful strangers roaming 

asset in getting in touch with their fans.
Harvester” Businesses are finding social networks toWhat is your favorite movie? by Craig the best social be a great form of marketing.

networking “Facebook boasts more than 500 groups in 23 categories.” John Berendt, the author ofWhat is your favorite song? 
sight around. “Midnight in the Garden of GoodIf you could have a superpower, What “Piano Man” by Billy Joel and Evil” recently got in contact 

type of
What is your worst fear? movie? Attend NDSCS for architectural 

pictures, comments, blogs and apps. are being downloaded and used by your Facebook can connect you to people all 

Nate Wiedrich 
would you be?world, where would it be and why? and why? A lamp The Facebook networks are based to foster relationships with people they that you’re up to speed with the new, homepage. Only you can view this page, 

Tokyo for the video games Ms. Ohius already know and, friends of friends. In fresh, and downloadable things on the site. where you’ll find news feed, status updates,around hundreds of separate networks 

of one person, who would you be and regions. Although registration is nowcream? for the real world complete strangers. new pictures, you will know. If someone the basic tools, available on the right-handand why? open to the public, the sight still caters toNeapolitan Another way Facebook users can meet writes on another’s public wall, you will side of the page. Can you say user friendly?Daniel Radcliff from the “Harry high school and college demographics. ItWhat’s your 
What are your plans after favorite store? Potter” films because I would have does this by focusing on groups and social people with similar interests is to join not only know that but can also read it in Facebook also comes with helpful tools 

Facebook groups. Groups are, indeed, your ‘news feed’. From the it functins, it such as the “People You May Know” tool an amazing experience fi lming my activism.graduation? Spencer’s the bread and butters of the Facebook should be renamed “the scoop.” and the chat feature, the latter of which 
networking site. Much like college    Don’t feel like your privacy is being (together with applications and bookmarks) 

can be accessed no matter where you are 
on Facebook via the toolbar at the bottom.would you be? Live life full throttle, your engine will die What is your favorite movie? Best Buy the clothes in your closet, or your new cellRefs continued from page 3 Choices continued from page 3 Another good thing about “FB” is that theToaster soon enough anyways. phone, it’s about appreciating the things made in good faith. safe evening of games, food, music and applications are fun. Facebook also has 

Tanzania continued from page 1 day when they realized they had lost their heard of a goat being tied up at the altar for    Some people may argue that some games you already have. many games to choose from! There are also prizes with their classmates before they gobelieve to be good luck. three hours! She loved the African music narcotics, which were needed for surgery lots of groups to join, and you can be a fanFrom there, the kids requiring medical may have been determined by a call or PDA’s continued from page 3 their separate ways after graduation. We Drebelbis tried to keep the children and pain medication. and dancing. of virtually anything under the sun.treatment were sent for examinations. To entertained while some waited all day to be    “We didn’t know what we were going to “It was amazing, I would go back,” even a bad call. We have to remember outside with love-bites from your boyfriend are fortunate that Beulah holds a post prom    Don’t forget about the trademark colors avoid confusion, Drebelbis’s job was to put seen. The kids usually sat still, just grateful do,” Drebelbis said. Drebelbis said. “Church was long. I’ll that their lots of unlucky breaks and lucky or girlfriend, you’re letting everyone know event for its students following the dance. (white and blue) which are clean and easystickers on the kids once they were done for the attention they were receiving. Fortunately the narcotics were later never complain about my dad’s sermons breaks that occur throughout the game. that you, essentially, belong to him or her.  Some may call me “square,” but I have on the eyes, so you won’t have a hard time with triage. A medical team checked the Drebelbis gave a comb and mirror to one found. again,” she added. These calls shape what happens in the finalkids for illness and saw many with malaria Girls, have more self-esteem than that. no desire to drink. I can have a good time browsing through the site.
young girl and a small ball to a crying boy. The group was able to go on a Safari oneAttending school in Africa is a luxury outcome.  Facebook is a great social networkingand many who were malnourished. You don’t look prettier or more mature without alcohol. I have ambition, purpose,Another time they played wiffleball in the that only some can afford. It costs $500 day. They saw Ngorongoro, a crater made    “HIV and Aids is a big problem. I saw So as you read this I hope next time you Web site that doesn’t waste time with with hickeys. Not to mention the fact that goals, and dreams for my life and Iblazing heat. per child to attend school, plus $100 for by a volcano that collapsed. They saw people tested positive for it….it was really yell obscenities at a ref, you remember that fluorescent eye candy. This is a no-

“The look on their faces was pure zebras, lions, monkeys, baboons, giraffes, flaunting them will give other guys the certainly do not want to mess them up.a uniform. Classes are held outside or in nonsense site with plenty of networkinghard,” Drebelbis said. the referee’s task is not an easy one… put happiness and contentment. It was buildings with open windows where the elephants, water buffalo, wildebeests, impression that you are easy! Boys, you    Undoubtedly, the years ahead will not be options, and with the open source apps andThe group also saw a lot of burn victims beautiful,” she said. temperatures reach over 100 degrees during gazelles, hippos, and several birds. yourself in their stripes. don’t look any more manly or macho with easy. These pressures will splash in and out friendly atmosphere you really can’t go because there are so many open fi res from    Drebelbis also witnessed a surgery on a the day.  The kids line up by class and sing The African safari was a highlight for Appreciation continued page 3 wrong.cooking. A young African Albino girl came bruises all over. of our lives like waves crashing relentlessly
young woman. She spent most of it sitting their National Anthem. Then they march to Drebelbis, but it cannot compare to the While most people have accounts within for treatment. She was covered from away we realize how amazing it was in the While I am perfectly aware that ranting on a rock. The goal, I think, is like that down as she didn’t trust herself standing class from youngest to oldest. Since they experience she had of seeing those less both Facebook and MySpace, Facebookhead to toe in a white sheet to protect her fi rst place. about lewd public displays of “love” won’t rock, to stay firm while growing smootherup. are all dressed the same, they are treated fortunate and helping them. reigns as the go-to site for staying in touchfrom the sun, yet her face and arms were “It was amazing seeing how doctors Although she constantly heard the word, I would like to encourage people to be stop them from happening, I am pleading as a result of diffi culties, disappointments equally and are well mannered, even when with friends and family, reuniting with old severely sunburned. 

   Drebelbis noted that Albino’s are in worked,” she said. “I learned a lot of the teacher is out of the room. “Asanta Sana” which means “thank you,” thankful for the things they have, and as with each and every person to simply and dilemmas that wash over us all. But if friends, and meeting new friends. If you’re
medical talk and medical slang,” Drebelbis Drebelbis attended church while there Drebelbis is thankful for having this humans push ourselves to be less selfish. respect the rights of your fellow human we make good choices along the way, we still not on the Facebook bandwagon, I justdanger in Africa because African witches said. also. It was a totally different experience. amazing opportunity -- something she willwill kill them for their hearts, which they Remember it is not about the car you have, beings and yourself. can all have a chance at a wonderful future. have one question: What are you waiting 

The medical team did have a scare one For offering, many bring livestock and she never forget. for? 
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Beulah Beulah 
High School High School

What is your favorite use of technology? 
Technology impacts all aspects of life Social networking creates controversyFemales Say... Males Say... By: Samantha Johnson social network users. over Ohio State in football. After accessing 
By: Nathan Brehmer and Blaze Unruh amounts of information,” librarian Cathy Jo places. Many people don’t realize that “Stay away from [posting] any pictures the Facebook group’s Web page, university 

Cline said. the Internet can work against them. Once Naughty applications. Party
Television, radio, iPods, cell of any questionable nature. Remember that police used the information to identifyTechnology has improved many aspects something is put on the Internet it can photos. Profanity. Cell phone 

phones, and of life and the future never be deleted. numbers. Blogging. we are talking about things in the public more than 50 students who violated the 
Employers use the domain and easily accessible to a multitude school’s policy by rushing the fi eld after only looks brighter.computers Many teenagers do not think about the

“I love how easy Internet to search of people [mom, dad, future boss, and even the football game (2/9/09).-- the average effects of the information that they post, on 
technology has made backgrounds of criminals],” Lech said, “Obviously, posting Social networking sites have manyAmerican the World Wide Web. But it is just that – people applyingcommunication,” pictures of yourself doing something illegal benefits, such as staying connectedspends more World Wide. for jobs. NegativeAg. teacher Timothy is a bad idea. Also, don’t provide personal with long distance friends from sports,things on the Internet When looking at a page, a person willtime using Aichele said. “Now 

these devices can jeopardize an see color schemes and patterned layouts contact information.” clubs, camps, and even family. Because 
send letters and wait 
instead of having to 

application. A few things to stay individuals are able to view a widereflecting the user’s 
days for a reply, it’s 

than any other 
The dangers are not away from include collection of photos from friends andinterests. Once a vieweractivity while only on the Internet.now instant with postings of full names, family, along with a personal touch, this gets passed the lookawake (www. Mobile phones pose aemails.” street addresses, email collection has weaseled its way into theof the page, the postedredorbit.com, big threat, too.Even with addresses, birthdates, and school system for many different purposes.Many people do information could 

phone numbers. “Online social networks have become
all of the good2/28/09). 

not realize how much potentially change a 
information, 

aspects that comeFinding 
trouble can come According to an invaluable tool for being able towith technology, life for the better or the 

communicating negatives still exist from what they have Insidehighered.com, obtain graphics for use in the yearbook,worse. 
with others, and people have to protect saved on their phone. Data retrieved from students who post newspaper, and tech classes,” Shields said. The Beulah School
and driving themselves. phones has linked people to drug deals and personal details online Applications. Photos. E-mail addresses.District’s Handbook to destinations control people’s lives. Identity fraud and credit card scams child pornography.  can give criminals enough Phone numbers. Street addresses. Blogs.Technology has revolutionized all of these. happen frequently when users of All people have to do is be smart with the informs the student body 

ways they use technology. information to commit All of these have the potential to help out   “Computers provide quick access to large technology put information in wrong of what they can and 
cannot do. The section in the handbook crimes such as stalking or even identity in the work field, but they also can help a 

theft. criminal locatepertaining to Web site use has little 
Along with personal informationinformation.APPLE information, things to that is best“The Beulah High School Handbook 

stay away from include left private.CELLPHONE does not currently address the situation 
applications or groups “Evenwith online Social Networks,” PrincipalCOMPACTDISC that have negative thoughTodd Kaylor said. 

COMPUTER connotations related to MySpace andAccording to Beulah Superintendent 
them. FacebookFACEBOOK Robert Lech, this is a big issue in the 

“Social networking wereUnited States right now and it is a source ofINTERNET sites are public. designedpending litigation in many states. Schools 
Anything that appears for socialIPOD are able to address issues that happen on 
on the Internet is networking,school grounds and with school equipment.LAPTOP subject to all kinds they haveThe acceptable use policy for technology isMICROSOFT of scrutiny, whether become abased on the school rules as far as what is 
it be consequences at school or legal way to look at prospective employees.MYSPACE able to be used on school grounds and for 
[consequences],” Beulah High School Tech I know of two local companies thatwhat purpose. Schools can take punitivePLAYSTATION 

action based on those issues. Adviser Deb Shields said. have used MySpace/Facebook as a tool
REMOTE This is where common sense comes in, According to Insidehighered.com, for hiring,” said Shields. “I think that 

Pennsylvania State University students [in regards to] everything you use onTELEVISION as stated in Firstcoastnews.com. Users 
created a Facebook group named “I rushed MySpace/Facebook to network withshould access the site’s privacy controls so XBOX the field.” The students that joined posted your friends, you have to remember thatprofiles aren’t open to everyone and keep 

the mundane to a minimum (2/9/09). This photographs that tagged people in the the Internet is public, and the things you 
Photos by Nathan Brehmer, safety measure needs to be taken for all photos on the field after the school’s win choose to post could have a lasting effect 
Jacey Pulver, and Olivia on your life.” 
OQuinn. Artwork by Blaze 
Unruh. 

Freshman Rikki Jensen: 
My iPod to listen to music 
at any time to get me 
PUMPED!!!!!!!!! 

Freshman Taylor Wolff: 
My favorite use of technology 
would be using computers 
for MySpace, Facebook, or 
just the general Internet. 

Sophomore Jade Schaan: 
I love my phone, without it, I 
can’t function. 

Sophomore Zach Morris: 
My PS3because on days when 
there is nothing to do I play 
Call of Duty 4 and 5, and rock 
it up at Halo 3 on Xbox. 

Junior Amber Olheiser: 
My cell phone, because I 
cannot live without texting or 
talking to any of my friends. 

Music Man Phillip Voeller: 
I like using a program called Smart Music. It 
enables me to play piano accompaniments 
through a set of computer speakers. Then I can 
program it to follow a soloist singing and it will 
slow down and speed up as they sing. 

Senior Scott Foreman: 
I would have to say music, MySpace, and 
recording my sweet vocals when I play 
guitar. 

Junior Jesse Grad: 
Listening to music because it 
makes my ears feel good. 

Senior Erica Duewel: 
I love to use my lamp to read books at 
night. 

Math expert Connie Schmidt: 
My favorite use of technology is watching 
NSU women’s basketball games on webcast 
every Friday and Saturday, when I don’t 
attend the games in person. GO WOLVES!! 

http:Firstcoastnews.com
http:Insidehighered.com
http:Insidehighered.com
http:redorbit.com
http:Blogging.we

